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Book Reviews 

Vaulting ambition: Sociobiology and the quest for human nature by Philip Kitcher. 
The MIT Press, 55, Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA, 1985, pp 456, 
$28.75. Indian orders to Affiliated East-West Press Pvt Ltd, 25, Dr Muniappa Road, 
Kilpauk, Madras 600 010. 

Following the shockwaves of Wilson's Sociobiology, there flourished a stupendous number of books, 
monographs and articles asp~ring to unravel the mr te ly  of human nature essentially under the lPns of 
ethological models of non-human social behaviour. Not all of them gave new insghts, approach, or 
speculations. Rather, many were based upon misunderstandings of either Darwinian evolution ('perpetu- 
ation of species') ,or the role of culture in human evolution. As Malamud said, when your train is on the 
wrong ttack, all the stations you arrive are wrong stations. No wonder most of the inferences made m 
these studies by human sociobiologists are flawed by a proclivity to explain human culture in tetms of 
biology which denies the autonomy of human cerebral functions any significant place. , 

The polemic that has followed the publicatron of ~ociobiological literatme is almost entirely predicted 
on the connotations, extent and significance of the .'biological bases' of culture. There is of course no 
dispute over the fact that potentials of development of human culture are essentially limited by human 
anatomical, physiolo@cal and developmental constraints which shape the human behavioural repertoire. 
Examples are innumerable. All our tools are thus manipulable with human hands, and the tiniest of 
pocket calculators must be big enough to accommodate our fingers for their use. Our languages cOntaiu 
8 large number of words relating to our visual sensedata and perception, only a few to smell, and none 
mrresponding to electroception, and so forth. However, the sociobiology debate is concerned with a more 
specific claim: that human social behaviours are determined by a hiololgical basis explained by kin selec- 
tion and the individual's endeavour to maximize its inclusive fitness. 

The basic structure of this claim consists of the following syllogism. Behaviour B in a group of aniails 
appears to be beneficial for enhancing the (inclusive) fitness of those who display it. Since B is found in 
virtually all members of the group, B must have been fadiioned under natural selection, and hence, B 
is adaptive. But natural selection operates only on genetic variations. Therefore, there must have been 
differences in genotypes between the group that displays B and its ancestors who did not. Finally, since 
B has a genetic basis and is adaptive, it is costly for a society to deviate from that panem of behaviour. 
This train of logic construes what Kitcher sees as the Wilsonian ladder. (One can detect a Cir~UlaritY in 
this argument, but Kitcher draws attention to more serious fallacies). He sets out to dismantle each rung 
Of the ladder by critical analysis, which I find rigdmus, comprehensive, a d  well balanced. For Kitcher 
not only identifies the hard- and softsore schools of sociobiology, but also reveals ,the flaw in their 
critiques. He points out that sodobiolo@d questions are legitimate questions within the framewbrk of 
the synthetic theory of evolution; the trouble begins with the ambitious conclusions of sodoblology Con- 
caning the adaptive significance of a particular (set ofj behaviom--50nclusions drawn without the n e w  
sary methodological caution about evidence. Thus "the defects lie in the method, not the mafter" @. 132). 

Very few philosophers have a good knowledge of biology. Kitcher is one of those who have a @4 
on mathematics strong enough to fathom the formalism of models in evolutionary biology. He exposes 
the faulty presuppositions and biases underiying the sociobiological explanations of parent-ofkP& &at, 
homosexualitf, xenophobia3, avunculate', female infanticide and uppe~class polygyny and hypergam?, 
iIt~est in European royal fam~lies~J, conflict in an Yammarno village8, etc., and proves what he proclaims 
as the central theme of his book: "the h i e  about human sodobiology is a dispute about evidence" (p. 8). 
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~ n d  with no convincing evidence available, the sociobiological accounts of the behanoural 'traits' turn 
out into lust so stories, as Lewontin put it. "We can be liberal in granting the right to tell stories, as 
long as we are clear that is exactly what is being done" (p. 251). 

Etcher uses a brilliant and witty language (sometimes redolent of Dawkins') which makes his book 
fasnnating. One can easlly discern in h a  writing a b~as ,  which is inevitable in any polemical wnhng. 
Nevertheless, his critque is not bereft of famess and decency insofar as he chooses to attack only the 
strong and rigorous instances of soc~ob~ological arguments rather than the weak and vulnerable ones. 

Whle there have been some overreactlon and undue attacks on sociobiology and the sociobiologists, 
it is not difficult to understand the concern of the critics for forestalling the dangerous consequences of 
biologlsm in modern politm. Sowobiologists argue that they are not racists nor sexists, neither do they 
support imperialist wan, but are merely endeavounng to unravel the truth, pure and simple. But Kitcher 
rightly states that truth is rarely pure and never simple. "The genuine worry behind the political crhcism 
of sociobiology is that, while clams about non-human social behaviour may be carefully and rigorously 
defended, the sociobiologists appear to descend to wild speculations precisely where they should be most 
cautlousn-in human affairs (p. 9). 

What justifies all the caveats underscored by the critiques of sociobiology a that sociobiolo~cal litera- 
ture has been repeatedly used by the organs of the New Right to erect justifications of racism, sexism, 
and to stand for the imperialist vested interests. What with Wilson's clear statements about his views on 
racism, h ~ s  works, along with those of Lnrenr, Momis'and Dawkins, are being widely a ted  by the New 
Rgbt in support of their political agenda. Of late, Dawkins has realised the situation clear enough to 
regret m the recent edition of The selfah gene the misuse of his metaphors 

The confusion created by mathematical simplification is another point utilised in biopolrtics. Careiully 
constructed, illustrative models such as those af'Boyd and Richersong can contribute to understanding the 
complexities of biocultural inleractlons and the 'run-away' evolution of culture. However, mathematical 
models of complex phenomena can often be misleading, due to the sitnplification and abstraction necessary 
for the sake of tractability of arialysis, which the non-mathematical readers are obliged to take mostly on 
faith. Thus mathematical formalism, when uncautiously employed, can generate obfuscation and popular 
misunderstanding of the problem. An egregious example of such obfuscation of the issues is the book by 
Lumsden and Wilson" which seems unnecessarily complicated, because Kitcher's relatively elementary 
probabilistic computations can lead us to a more realistic conception of the situation than the tortuous 
exercises in higher algebra (including Fourier transformations') they indulge in. The risk of misunderstand- 
ing is increased by the few mistakes in parts of their analysis. 

One may be generous, attributing the errors to the authors' carelessness and bias. There is of course 
a moral distinction between the puerility of biased arguments and deliberate deception, though the con- 
sequences are often just as bad. Much has been said about the potential danger of misusing and misinter- 
preting the popular works of sociobiology, if only because almost nothing is decisively known, to be frank 
and honest, about human b~ology. History is gore with the irretrievable losses incurred in the experiments 
perpetrated in the name ,of science on human freedom and destiny. And evolutionary theory is the most 
effe~tiw toot in the hands of Establishment for justification of the mult~tude of social injustice, in terms 
of the Nature of human nature, red in twth  and claw. In any case, how the fact of white Anglo-Saxon 
technologicak-military supremacy co-mingled with racial prejudices and theories of IQ contributed to the 
origin and Wrpetuation of Social Daninism ever since Herbert Spencer had promulgated it is an interest- 
ing, and (at least to us) alarming, page of history. Equally .interesting is the fact that the same old 
arguments of Social Darwinism are being given by the 'New' Rights to buttress the old ideology of the 
st- quo. Which shows t la t  'human nature', the sociobiological will-0'-the wisp, is one of the baneful 
ideas that seem immortal. And equally alarming, scientists shun their responsibilities when their finding 
are misinterpreted in the media (like the Document Associates' film Sociobiology: Doing what comes 
-ally). More surprising are the strangely irresponsible statements some sociobiologiSts deliberately 
make in therr writings, apparently to catch the eyes of popularity. And these are the cases which have 
provoked even a champion of ~Ociobiology into declaring it "necessary to save sociobi+ogy from the 
sociobiologists" (Ruse", p. 86). 
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One always finds functionalistic explanations endemrc m soc~obiology. This can be related to the epn- 
temologlcal reductionism in which one part of the theory e deduced from another1'. The last step in 
Wilson's ladder, namely, that the only posslble environments In whlch the opumd behaviour B can be 
replaced with a mutant behavrour M are undesirable, is deduced from the assumption that B displayed 
by the animals that exst  today is the best or optimal solution to  the imperative of mdwidual reproductive 
success. The numerous research papers published in the last two decades descnbe almost everything that 
animals do as 'optimal', and apgear to  have been embedded m the Panglossian convict~on that whatever 
exists is the best of all possibilines. It is therefore necessary to ldentify the double-edged sword that has 
been made of human sociobiology by the New Right. The blow from the sword must be parried while 
it is in the air. E tcher  has made a valiant attempt at it by a graceful counter-blow. 
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DEBAL DEB 

Technical briefmg: Skills for success and survival by Stockham, Leo W., Univelt 
Inc., P. 0. Box 28130, San Diego, CA 92128, 1989, pp 64, $ 20. 

It is debatable whether books, which are essentially meant to be read or referred to, can help any one 
improve the quality of something as practicedependent as oral presentation of technical infomatian. Yet 
b ~ k s  with this avowed purpose continue to  came out in fairly large numbers. The book under review 
is one such. 
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But one wlth some i n t e r r s r q  ddferences from many others of its genre. For onc thing, ~t is wntten 
by a practialng technical proteasional, and not hy A profes~londl technl~al  communication teachcr lrke youi 
reviewer. So hc is able to hnng an invder's perspective to bear on lssucs in preparing far, and actually 
making, rechnical presentatmns. N e x ,  the hook exhews 'theory' ahnosr con~pletely, and deals wrth points 
of a practical bmd. 

This exclusive concern with practtcal prublcm.; is reflected m the author'? dcvotmg moct of the book 
tu thc do's and don'ts in the prepsratron of 'v~sual aids'. We all know that visual a d s  represent an arc* 
of wcakness of thi. must damaging kmd m tcchmcal presentilridns. Many things can and do go wrong 
with them, spodrng tile 'tmpact' of the whole presentarion Thu author has valuilble ruggesrions regardmg 
the ideal d~rnenrions of transpairncres. thew m a q m  and the lertermg used on them. and the nature uf 
informarim that c;m and should best be graph~cdly reprewnted, the qualities of penrnanshq to be cn- 
sared, and the colours that ihuuld not he used One of the p o m s  01 dltfcrence of thc book. noted eatlier, 
has to do with ~ t s  production of a large number of 'bad' slide-. Attenlion 15 drawn to the lapses that 
make dmm 'inadequate' There ir a dlsqu~eting alr of familiar~tv about these countermodeis, but their 
mstruct~u~ivl value is undenrable. 1 u e d  some of thcsz to my advmtage In a fcw of my courses on oral 
prcseniatmn. 

The bouk has just 2 lw-page section on 'Audience bsh;iwour' I wish thic secUon were longer For m 
tliis the author has dcmanstrated hla uncanny powers of obxwatmn and calegoiwation of personality 
types and the quirks of their behavmur ;IS mcmbers of an audience rhe humour l h a ~  underlm thc en tm 
book ayu l r r s  a ring ot rcallty in t h ~  chapter that compels the reader to take ~cr iuus  note of the authur'r 
intended message. A sample. 

The Perfectron~rt: rhere will be a perfeclmnist at mast meetings. One who IS extremely capable 
and knowledgeable himself and who expccls every one else to .;hare andlor inatantly adapt his 
convmons. He wdl bc intolerant of those who dlsagrec w ~ t h  him or who cannot mimediately see 
thc worth of hi, posiiion He will be ddfiuilt to deal with and blunt wlth his comments. He's 
probably worth heeding, if you can stand the pain, but h s  manncr wll  reduce h ~ a  influence. 

Almost a leaf f n m  our experrencc, an' t  it? 

Tqx  on stage bebaviour, posture, v o m  r ~duiation,  audience contact. appearance, etc., are presented 
in simple, non-technical t ams .  However. aupport m the form of photographs or drawings would have gone 
very well wlth some of these. For examplc, \uggestrons on the speaker's positioning himself with rcapect 
to the projector, the screen, and the audience's v~aual path could be concretized with graphm showing 
right and wrong positions. 

I recommend thc use o I  rhe book as a sell-help manual for technical presenters. Fulluwing i t s  guidelines 
ma? not help you do cvcrythng nght, but can sure help you avoid domg many thrngs wrong 

Foreign Languages Scctmn 
Indlan lnstnute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012 

Global environmental change: The role of space in understanding earth by Richard 
G. Johnson. Published for the American Astronautical Society by Univelt Inc., 
P. 0. Box 28130, Diego, CA 92128, 1990, pp 167, $50. 

It 1s a direct consequence of the communicat~on revolution sweeping the world during the last four decades 
that global concerns have begun competing with the local. U p  until lust a generation ago, the average 
~ t i z e n ,  or, the 'man-on-the-slrect', occupied hmself casenrially wlth matters uf direct concern to his liveli- 
hood and left matters beyond his peleeptual reach to  be handled by a chorea few Often thosc few were 
c h a m  by the God or h s  men, hercd~ty, or  intrigues, and controlled the destinies of the lesser mortals. 
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Mass rnobtlizal~un and great revolutions have takm place in the POSL, and great pupulrr leaders have 
bee11 born. l'hc Qusides, the frcnch and Kuaslan levolur~ons and uomerous fieedom inuvsments m 
modem rimes have changed the naturc of human crvlllzat~on. Howcvcr. moat major movements of the 
past lhwc rcsulted i m n  tangible Lactors such as food shurtagea andior rellgio-puhtical oppresaion. Lesi- 
perceptible I x t o ~ r  w r e  gcncrally allowed to grow until they wcre deslructme enough to be grossly visible, 
befox actmn Looh place, usually m the iurm ot rctribut~oo. The ins~dious induction of o p ~ m  into Chma 
by the Brltlah went on amoothly and unopposed till ~t led to the Oplum War Tlmt wds balcly a century 
ago. It is cot that a JLW savants did not rense thebe subtle ihangcb and iarcsce thcir etfo~ta. But they 
did not bwe thc m a n s  and the lram~work to oonvcrt therr seusc into a movement. 

We now have the tools. Scveral factors have contributed. We have devised extremely sensitive mstm- 
meats and indlcators to sense the minutest changes In our economy, iocral outlook, and physical surround- 
mgs Our understanding of large systems has improved ro thz point ot making reasonable predmrans of 
the tuture effects of these changes. Then, there are thc techmcal means available to dlsmmnate the 
obaervatruos, predlctrons atrd opinions over widc audrnccs l h r  aud~ence, the populace at large, 1s marc 
educated on the awrage, to apprecnte the log~c u i  xdmt i \  bang conmunicated And last, but not the 
Irasr, therc is a newuniversal acceptance of the concepts of freedom of speech and cammunicatmn, 
wlrlch pclmits free flow of ldaaa and oprnronr across the globe. 

The results are there to see A global conanousness has heen built up on a u,ide range of topics from 
political and economic to s o c d  and cultural, hut nowhzre 1s a consensus more evident than lssues concern- 
lng our common environment. A hardy icnslhle m e  in the average temperature of the earth. yct to be 
confirmed amid the stattatical grass, has struck a loud alarm bell in the global psyche. So have a slight 
fall In the total ozone content ~n the earth's atmosphere, a reducr~on m the earth's forest cover, loss of 
the ea~th's ferule top soil, and an expanwe march of the desert fronuers. 

The spring door seems to have swung to the other extreme. We now have glohal movements on 
problems whose existence has not even bcen drfimtely cstabhshed, hat merely mtelligently conjectured. 
But it 1s better to hr safe than sorry. Tou much is at stake, and by the time the prohlem is 'established', 
~t may he too late, and the damage rrevers~ble 

We wed everythmg at our command to settle these aaues onc way or aoother, and we need to monitor 
these phenomena doaely enough to d~aractcrizc them, evaluatc their intensity, and predict thcrr effects 
The mast cl1ectws vantagc point ior such morutonng is the spacc, which dfers a global view ol the 
large-scale lhappenings 11crc om ealth. The book under review prowdes a dwersified, but op-to date status 
report on this aspect of space progmrns. The book is a record o i  the 27th Guddard Memorial Symposium 
held in Washington, DC, USA. in March 1989. 

The importance ut the topic of the book ~n public perception 1s made cvident nght In the introductory 
sectlon. Of the two talks presented thcre, one is by the US Senator Ernest F. Hoilings, who Is on the 
comm~ttec iin Commerce, Science and Transponatmn, llc other a by Richard Johnson, the edmr  of 
thc volume, who 1s the Vicc Cha~rman of the Comm~ttec on Earth Sacnces. The authorbhlp oi the rear 
of the attlcler mcludcs other luminaries ~n thex own disaplmes. 

The concern with which depredation on the envmmment 1s viewed m some of the better-informed 
societies has been promoted to the level of threats to national security. To quote US Senator Hoilings 
in hts mtroducrory article: "One immediate task w~ll be to fashion a broadened concept of national 
secunty-a concept of nmonal security that 1s less obsessed with the mll~tary dimension of space and 
more attuned to the enwronmental dimension of space. This means looking beyond stoctly paroch~al 
intercsts and jockeying for uatmnal advantage. It means refocusing on &bd sccwlty and ihc fare of 
the earth". A major achlevcment of the mankind dunng the last couple of dccadcr is [hat it is not lust 
the scient~st that is the alarmst note, but the polit~cim. artlculatlng popular opin~on. For a 
change. Tne scicnttat 1s bcmg driven to produce Pacts of the global ferment. 

The volume devotes an en tm section wlth five anlcles to Issues rehung to the policies and plans of 
various US space and s n e n t i f ~  agencies, based on talks debvered by high-level administrators of these 
agencrrs. Particular mention is made of the .Missmn to Planet Earth' as a new concept In orienting the 
space programs for a close monltonng of the earth itself. 
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The sectmn on Global earth sciences tocuses on the various sclcnce Isnies, and discusses global change 
from the perspectwc or atmospheric screnccs, bdogical systems. occan saences, and solid rarth and 
hydrological sciences. This a a well-balanczd section covenng the major spheres of the carth having a 
direct beanng on global change. 

The major strength of spacc scicnccs and technolog~es in monitoring global change has been brought 
out m a section on technology trends. The Ftatus of major .;pace-hascd remote-*enamg techniques is 
covered here. These include the active and passive microwave remote sensmg. and the rcchnulapa of 
actwe optical sensors, passwe electlo-optical sensors, and ultrawolet remote sensmg. Between them, these 
technologies provide the most modcrn and accurate inranc of mcawremcnl or the paramctera of the 
global enmronment. which will lend far more definiteness to the debate on the status of our enwronrnznt 
than is hitheno thc case. 

Mole is 111 the offtng. A manncd US space shultle flight cntirely dcdlcated to monitoring of the global 
environment is due any tune now. G m n  that most of the shuttle flights of the recent past have been 
largely in support of military activities, s i rh  an cvenl is a conhmatmn of thc gravity of the concern 
regarding thc sratz of the earth, and the willingness of the nations, that can afford, to commit resources 
to the study and alleviation of the problem 

The book presents a hlgh-level perspective of the problem, and progress towards its solution. Vol- 
urnewise. there is now a stirreit or l~terature on detailed aspects i,l the environmenlal problem. Rut this 
book provides a bigger picture. It gives a completc view of the field as seen by people at thc apcx. For 
the scientist as well as the admimstrator, and even the politman, 11 is a one-stop source to get a blrd's 
eye view of one of the most profound problems of our Lme 

Deparrmenr of Aerospace Enyneering 
Indian Instmte of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Space utilization and applications in the Pacific edited by Peter M. Bainum, Gayle 
L. May, Tatsuo Yamanaka and Yang Jiachi, Vol. 73 in Advances in Astronautical 
Sciences, An American Asrronautical Society Publication by Univelt, Inc., P. 0. 
Box 28130, San Diego, CA 92128, 1990, pp 738, $80. 

The Third Pacihc Basic lnrcrnnrional Syrnpoanm on Advances in Space Science Technology and Applica- 
tions (PISSTA) was held In Los Angeles, CA, during November 6-8, 1989. Over seventy papers from 
representatwes of major natmnr of Paciiic basin are presented m the opening and closing sessions pius 
thlrteen technical sesnona. Theso papers mostly dwell on launch-vehicle technology. l u g e  bpdce structure1 
station and allied topics. The Proceedings also contans a large number of papers on space programs and 
other mission-oriented subjects, thus p~ovidmg a good blend of theoretical and de\criptlve papers. 

Two sessions on launch-vehicle technology deal with the Japanese and Chinese missions as well as 
Amer~wn Delta launch vehsle. Some aspects of guidance and control are also mentioned for the sake 
of mrnpleaness. Here, a large number of papers deal wlth the Japanese H-I1 rocket program, while 
particulars of Chmesc Long-Mach series and Delta vehrclzs are touched upon In the rest. The H-I1 
rocket has two-stage cryogcnlc propellant rocket motors with two solld rockct strap-ons. The large solid 
rocket boosters (strap-ons) use movahle norzle thrust vector control (TVC). On the other hand, the 
alr-breathing solid rocket cnginecring 1s a new concept which needs a detailed pmhing. hoth theoretical 
and experimental, before it can be acceptcd as viable When majority of space-faring natlons are moving 
toward hlgh-etficiency (large I,,) liquid and cryogenic rocket motors, the Japanese have proposed a new 
low-cost three-stage solid rocket vehide which it. technologically simple, theleby maklng it A poss~ble 
cond~dare for use by many developng countries In thc near future. 

The space program has components like launch sitclfac~lity, launch vehicle and satellite which are &in 
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to soil, tree and a fruit, rcspcctrvely. Hence, a full session ia iightfully dcvuted to apace ports. 'ne 
geographic locatmn of a launch site has large beanngs on economy, efficiency and succesq of any launch 
mission. Howcver, development and mamtenancc of a launch Iacility ia expensive. Thc tiability of such 
a facility depends on the total work laad. It a in thrs background, the bmlding of mternational facilities 
assumes great significance, which should &o help to shwe thc cart of maintaining them With the mcreas- 
mg demand on number of satellites In geostationary orbits lor mult~farmus applications, ~t IS natural to 
look for sclsction of a number of launch stations for equalorial launch. The papel Potential equatolial 
launch sltes makes an interesting reading. Also dlscwed are the muec related to spaceport in Hawaii, 
and aerospace-related supa ,Lruclurc in Japan. The cooiept of underground comprearcd iir-launchmg 
syqtem sounds more llke a mence flst~on as it 1s difficult to pass ludgements on the cost eftectiveness 
and implementability of such a schcme. 

111 the oplmon of the revlewel, nearly three sessrans on utll~zarion ot space technoio~y contam most 
comprehencihle papers of thi5 Proceedings. Though it will bc impossible to address all the research and 
dcvclopmental irsucs on the theme In amgle volume like this one, the 17 papera address thernsclves to 
specific issuec related to satelhte technology of the present and future. Three papers an dynamm, variable 
structure control of apace stalion and relectwn of actuator for large space structure are some such fmo 
examples The session on Space stations (9 papers) provides exhilarating view of various space sohcystems 
and their functional as wcll as structural details Thc dcwlopment of space technology and infiastmcture 
including the space stadon is an important m!lestone of the human endeavour. However. equally prom,- 
neot aspect 1s the operatiou of various ipace station acgmcnts which rcquires thc use of space robots, 
proper upidown communicatmn with the earth station. thermal management and so on Further. last but 
not the least, onc has to gwr attention to real-hfc svtcll~te applications. The most notable application 
definitely relares to 'education' with special reference to developmg countries The other apphcauons are 
earth observation, remote sensing, and earth resources survey. In summary, though the Pro~cedings of 
the conference addresses the rssues mentmncd above vis-a-"1s Panfic h a m  nations. they are equaily 
useful lo all space-fimng and other nations world wide. 

lh ls  Proceedings holds a wealth of infumatmn that IS extremely useful for the emre  rpectlurn of 
aerospace community, and 1s a must for all institutions of higher learning, aerospace mdustry and mana- 
gers of all related dlscrplines. 
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lndian Institute of Science 
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Hiqtory of rocketry and astronautics edited by K. R. Lattu. American Astronautical 
Society, 1990, pp 356, $ 50. Orders to Univelt, Inc., P. 0 .  Box 28130, San Diego, 
CA 92128. 
To tho= who feel disconcerted that this review is appearing too latc after the publication of the volumc, it 
may be some comfort to learn that the volume is indeed the proceedings of the Seventh and Eighth Histov 
Symposia of thc Intcmational Academy of Astronaulics hdd in USSR and Netherlands as early a5 1973 and 
1974! The volume cansists of twenty separate aitxles dealing with concepts, theories and desrgna in rocketry 
and astronautics. The articles whik improved understanding of the contributions made by the 
Soviet and European screnttsts reflect the excitement of Europe's active entry into the space programnlc. 
Even a cursory glanu: shows how much of thesc contributiom had gone unnoticed hitherto. 

Part I dealing with early solid propellant rocketry mentiom br&y of the contribution5 by Willam Hale 
and by an early Hungarian designer Lajos Martin around the period 01 Hungman war of independence 
Although very little technical infomation a provided, the art& draws one's attennon to less-known ventures 
m rocketry. 

The second part consiqts of a few artrcles stressing on the conceptual developments In rocketry since 
1880. Beginnit~g with the first ideas of launching, through the navigational concepts to the contraptions 
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like Rugalios wing to land back on the earth. the presentationa seem to prepare the ground for the ne 
part. A partlcuiarly meresting description 1s nith regard to the ongm of the well-known racket equatm 
The chapter on the development of space transpnrtatlon describes the chronology of development whr 
had brought the technology to " . . . the bnut of what expendable launch vehicles uslng chemical prope 
lants can do technically and economsally". The reader may be amused that expendable launch vehick 
continue to be in the scene, though the space shuttle has slnce been a breakthrough. 

The next section, Part 111, tnled Deveiopment of l~quld and solid propellant rockets 1880-1945, has 
in fact, very little to do wnh the title. Soviet contributions to rocketry and automatic flight control o 
rockets through the Jet Propulsion Research Institute and to ramjet engines are narrated m a goor 
iustoncal perspective wheiem the naxent idras of air-breathing space vehdes can be traced. A specia 
mention must be made of the article hy F. H. Nzntcr on camera rockets and space photography. Tht 
view of the earth from space which, today. is taken for granted as routlne, was a fond dream of pioneer: 
like Tsialkovsky. The hlstor~cal detail, of revela dcas and contraptions towards reallzing this dream are 
fascinating. 

More recent developments in astron;!utici me dcscr~hed m Part IV, whxh understandably forms the 
bulk of this volume. Most significant among the articles in this section is that of Thomas Carroll an the 
historical origins of thtl Sergeant mlrsile power piant. The trials and tribulations which eventually led to 
the successful design of thlr mmile read as a leason In solid propellant rocketry. The historical description 
of sounding rockers. Veronique serws In France and the experiment3 of Polish researchers, 1s relatively 
brief and, in a way. palcs In the background of the earher paper. An I n d m  reader would not miss the 
mention of BIT rockets. a Indo-Polish jtmt effort of 1972. 

The long journey from the first artlficral earth satellite, Sputmh. to the interplanetary mrssion iBe 
Explorer I is well documented in thts sectlon by the authors who themselves have played active roles in 
its development. Nothing speaks better than onc's own experience and such experiences are found also 
in other articles in this section like the one on high-energy rocket propellant research at NASA Lewis 
In another article of interest, the American experience wlth rocket alrcraft (especially X-IS), precursors 
to manned flight beyond the atmosphere are discussed including many intricate details and the gradual 
growth of technology. 

In the concluding section (Part V), the accomplishments of two pioneers of rocketry and astronautics, 
Robert Goddard and Mikhail Tikhonravov. htchllghted. About Goddard much is known to every 
rocker-engineer, yet the article, running like ill. p.rconal diary of the great pioneer, provides an insight 
to h ~ s  loglcal thinking and systematic worknir. 

Any student of history of science would find thrs volume precious. Almost all the articles include 
elaborate reference lists which make this it worthy collection. One should perhaps study this volume 
conssting of what appear to be a set of diiointed articles as a contmuation of the earlier volumes of 
AAS H ~ O N  Series to obtain a better appreciation of the complete history. Finally, this history is not 
meant for any easy-chair reading; it is a serious study. 

Department of Aerospace Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Selective laser spectroscopy of activated crystals and glasses edited by V. V. Osiko. 
Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 283, Commack Road, Suite 300, Commack, 
N Y  11725-3401, 1990, pp 220, $ 62. 
The book contains two chapters. Chapter 1 titled. 'S~ectral and relaxation characteristics of local electron 
states Of impurities in structurally disordered matrices', and contributed by Alimov et ni deals with selec- 
tive laser spectrosco~ic methods to understand electron and vibronic states, radiative and non-radiative 
relaxation process and doped ion-host lattice interaction mechanism in glasses and crystals doped with 
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with rare-earth and Fe-group elements These systems are very important from the point of view of the11 
applications for lasers and luminescent medla for quantum electronics and optics (e.g., Nd-YAG laser, 
colour center laser, etc.). Apart from their practical value, these are model systems to study local electron 
and vibronic states, ion-ion interaction and non-radiative electron energy transfer in condensed matter. 
The inhomogeneously spectral broadening of the rare-earth ions masks the spectral characteristics of 
individual optical centres and makes the study of relaxation process and energy exchange rates within the 
mhomogeneous band very compl~cated and difficult. This also results in the limited applicabilities of 
conventional spectroscopic techniques. The new selectne non-stationary laser excitation technique 
pioneered by Den~sor and Kizel (1967) is one of the most appropriate experimental probes to understand 
the physics of inhomogeneously broadened spectra of doped ions in the glasses. This technique is well 
discussed in Chapter 1 of the book. It provides some systematic insight into the causes of inhomogeneous 
spectral broadening and relaxation broadenmg mechanism due to single-phonon inter-stark non-radiative 
transitions 

Chapter 2 titled 'Electron excitation energy transfer among impurity Ions in disordered media', and 
contributed by Altmov et a1 deals with the problem of optrcal excitation transfer involving absorption and 
emmion between mteracting impurity parttcles in a solid. This problem is not only mterestlng in itself 
per se but also has relevance in fabrlcatmg new optical, luminescent and laser materials of enhanced 
efficiency Chapter 2 contams a detalled dwussion on the theoretical models as well as on the expenmen- 
tal techniques of non-stationary kinetic spectroscopy under selective laser excitation. The theoretical 
studies deal wlth statistical computer modeling of the energy migration process m an ensemble of 10"s 
interactmg wth  each other vra dipole-dlpole, dipole-quadrupole, quadmpolequadrupole and short-range 
mteractions. The experiments on nme-resolved luminescence and excitation spectroscopy under selective 
excitation yield valuable information on the spectral and kinetic features of d~rect and indirect phonon-as- 
sisted energy transfer. The authors have shown that these experiments together with computer statistical 
modeling make it feas~ble to understand, both qualitatwely and quantitatively, the mechanisms of exclta- 
tion transfer. 

It is felt that the book deals with a subject of immense relevance to quantum optics and solid-state 
physics. The reader is also made famlllar with the Russian hterature which normally is overlooked due 
to its llmited exposure. However, the English translation is not smooth and the sentence struchlring is 
unnecessarily complicated. It takes a while to get used to the style of English language used m the book. 
If this can be overcome, the book will prove to be useful. 

Department of Physics 
Ind~an Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Standard and nonstandard analysis, fundamental theory, techniques and applications 
by R. F. Hoskins. Ellis Horwood Ltd, Market Cross House, Cooper Street, Chiches- 
ter, West Sussex, PO19 lEB, England, 1990, pp 269, $ 83.20. 

The concept of an infinitesimal a the most pivotal and at the same time, one of the most elusive concepts 
of calculus. Even a layman can understand statements like "A function is continuous if an infinitesimal 
change in the independent variable causes only an infinitesimal change in the dependent variable" or 
"Instantaneous speed is the speed over an infinitesimally small time interval". The trouble, however, is 
how to define 'infinitesimally small' in rigorous terms. This difficulty persisted for quite some One even 
after calculus was in full swing. 

In 1872 Heine presented a dever way to bypass this difficulty by giving a definition of limit, which is 
essentially the same as the present-day definition in terms of E and 6 This definition became so standard 
that the analysis based on it was called 'standard analysis'. It has dominated the curriculi for over a 
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century. Although logically unassailabie, the trouble with this definition is that it really does not answer 
the question 'What is an mfinitesimal?. Rather, it simply avo~ds this question. 

So attempts to formalise the mtunively clear concept of an infiniteslmal continued and led to the 
foundatlons of what is called 'non-standard' analysis. In essence, one enlarges R, the field of real numbers, 
to another ordered field ' R ,  whose elements are cailed hyper-real numbers. These are defined as the 
equvalence classes of the set of ail real sequences under a certain equivalence relation. Specifically, let 
u be a fixed ultrafilter on N, the set of position Integers, containing the cofinite filter on N. Then two 
real sequences (1") and 0.") are cailed equivalent if ( n  : x, = y,) is in U. The field operations as well as 
the order on *R are defined in the expected manner. An ordinary (or 'standard') real number o is 
identified wlth the equivalence class of the constant sequence (a). This way R becomes a subfield of ' R .  
An elemenr [(x,)] of *R is called an infinitesimal if its absolute value is positive and smaller than every 
standard, positwe real number. For example, [(lln)] 1s an infiniteslmal. 

As Hoskins shows beautifully in this book, this definition of an infinitesimal does meet the challenge 
posed by calculus. The author confines himself to the study of real-valued functions of a real (or an 
integer) variable and the topics covered are among those generally found in any standard, elementary 
text on analysis. What makes the book unique is that after g~ving a self-contained treatment of hyperreal 
numbers. the author shows how they can be used to paraphrase the basic concepts and proofs of standard 
analysis. The hook thus represents a fine blend of the standard and the non-standard analysis. There are 
a few misprints, some of which might confuse a beginner, but over all the book makes a very good 
readmg. Exercises and references to current texts serve to enrich it further. 

Although the author expounds non-standard analysis, he reframs from pleading for it, or from claiming 
that it is superio~ to the standard analysis. This IS probably because he is aware that this is no easy task. 
Besldes the general reluctance to accept anything new (whlch, even people like Cantor had to face), there 
are two serious difficulties in propagating non-standard analysis. Rrst, the very definition of hyper-real 
numbers depends on the uiirafilter U, whose existence requ~res axiom of choice. No explicit construction 
of U has yet been given by anybody. As a result, even for the hyper-real numbers represented by such 
a familiar sequence as ((-I)"), all we can say is that it equals either the real number 1 or  the real number 
-1. But we cannot tell which possibility holds. This may not matter for theoretical purposes, but it does 
matter in the acceptance of the theory. Another pedagogical difficulty is that the degree of matunfy 
needed to understand hyper-real numbers is at least as high as (and perhaps even higher than) that 
needed to understand the conventional definition of a limit. So it is unlikely that in the near future, the 
hyper-real numbers will replace limits in calculus textbooks. 

It is of course unfair to blame the author for this state of affam. On the other hand, he is to he 
credited for having shown that non-standard analys~s deserves to be studied along with, if not Instead of, 
the standard analysis. The book is a welcome additlon to l~braries and an excellent source material for 
those who want to introduce innovation m traditional calculusianalysis courses. 

Department of Mathematics K. D. J o s ~ r  
Indian lnstltute of Technology 
Bombay 400 076. 

H"-optimal control and related minimax design problems: A dynamic game approach 
by Tamer Bqsar and Pierre Bemhard. Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, Basel, Switzer- 
land, 1991, pp 396, SFr 118. Indian orders to Springer Books (India) Pvt Ltd, 67, 
Community Centre, Panchsheel Park, New Delhi 110 017. 
Initiated by George Zames in the early eighties, the area of H"-control theory has generated a tremendous 
amount of interest in the past decade, as witnessed by the publication of a large number of papers and 
a few books and monographs on the subject. The primary reason for this sudden interest in this subject 
was the growlng conviction among control theorists that the necessity of having a controller and 
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a feedback control 15 not illst for stabilization but chiefly to dch~eve diaturbnnce attenuatipn, model match- 
ing. and trackmg. 'This n a pomt which was seldom stressed strongly in the actual design of contrallers 
in the d e n p  methodologies d~scussed in mobt control theory tcxtbooks published earlier to the current 
decade. However, it must be pomted out that the mpomance of these ideas had been recognized as ea~ly  
as in the sirtles by a handful of researchers (c.g., Horowitz). 

The notation H" represents the Hardy space of all complex-valucd functions of d complex variable, 
which are analytic and bounded m the open right-half complex plane For a h e a r ,  continuous-time, 
ttme-mvariant plant, the H" norm of the transfer matrix is the maximum of ~ t s  larpcst smgular value ovcr 
all frequencies. The fundamental problem of IIm-control theory a the mininmation of this H" norm to 
achicve robust control ~n the face of uncertarnties 

The in~tial stages of the research carried out in this alea lnvolvcd the use nf operator and approximat~on 
theoly, spectral factonzat~on, and Youla parametrization, which led to somewhat complex controllers. 
Subsequent researches revealed an important tact that the maxmum McMillan degree of these controllers 
is m the order of the McMdlan degree of the overall system transfer malnx. It was also shown that m 
a t m e - d o m u  characterization of these controllers, gcnerahzed Riccati equations of the type that anscs 
m Imear-quadratic differential games play a key role. In fact, the framework of dynamic games appears 
to provide a natural setting for thcae problems as the time-domaln formulat~on of thc onginal H"-control 
problem is in fact a zero-sum game, where the controller can be viewed as the minlming playcr and 
disturbance as the maxmizing player. The authors of t h ~ s  book (especially Basm) have been stressing thls 
aspect of the problcm m their research for the past fcw years. The book under review collates this work 
and its extenstons at one place. It also presents a numbcr of new results. The book contams seven 
chapters and two appendices. 

The first chapter provides a comprehenswe history of H"-optimal control designs, and draws an analogy 
between H"-optimal control and linear quadrat~c zero-sum dynamic games for both contmuous and dis- 
crete time models. 

The second chapter presents the formal definitions and concept.; m discrcte and continuous time games. 
A number of possible information patterns are also discussed. 

The rhird chapter presents a complete solution of the discrete time disturbance attenuation problems 
with perfect state measurements in the minimax framework. Both finite and Infinite horizon problems are 
discussed. This chapter also d~scusses extensions to more general classes of problems involving other 
performance md~ces, nonzero d i a l  statcs, nonlinear plants, etc. 

The founh chapter presents results slmdar to those in the third chapter, but for the conunuous-time 
counterpart. Unlike the discrete-tune case it was shown here that an optmal controller may not exist, 
though a suh-optimal one alwaya does. The chapter also discusses similar extensions. 

The fifth chapter takes up the continuons-time case wlth imperfect measurements. Near-optimal conhol- 
lers are obtained for the finlte and infinite horizon cases. 

The sixth chapter deals with the discrete-time counterpart of the problem m Chapter 5 The characteri- 
zation of the controller that guarantees a given disturbance attenuahon level is obtained. Extensions of 
the results to the other cases mentioned above arc also discussed. 

The seventh chapter provides a hnef analysis of a class of minimax filter, prediction, and smoothing 
problems for linear hme-varying systems in both discrete and continuous time. The main difference from 
the previous chapters is the performance index which is now formulated using a pointwise approach rather 
than a cumulahve one. This leads to a structurally different solution which says that minimax dicision 
rules can be obtained without computing the assonated minimax attentuation levels. This is a property 
which the controllers in the previous chapters did not have. 

Appendix A presents an introduction to conjugate points arising in dynamic linear quadratic oprimiza~ 
tion in the context o i  difierential games. Appendix B presents a proof of the Danskin's theorem. These 
results are used m Chapters 4 and 5, respectively, to prove the main results. 
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The book presents a number of new results on the game-theoretic approach to H"-optimal control 
problems and strengthens the case of analysing the time-domain characterizat~on of these problems in the 
natural game-theoretic setting. The book will be a valuable source of reference to researchen in game 
theory and robust control theoly. With some additional introductory material, the book may also serve 
as an advanced graduate-level textbook. 

Department of Aerospace Engtneering 
Indian lnstltute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Estimation and control of distributed parameter systems edited by W. Desh, K. Kap- 
pel and K. Kunish. Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, Basel, Switzerland, 1991, pp 396, 
SFr 118. Indian orders to Springer Books (India) Pvt Ltd, 67, Community Centre, 
Panchsheel Park, New Delhi 110 017. 

The volume under review is the proceedings of the 'International Conference on Control and Estimation 
of Distributed Parameter Systems' held during July 8-14, 1990 at the Chorherrenstiff Vorau, Austria. 
This Conference provided a forum for exchange and development of new directions in the field of control 
theory of distributed parameter systems. Some specific subtopics of control and estimation such as non- 
linear control systems, feedback stabilization of infinite dimensional systems, parameter estimation and 
inverse problems, optimal control problems, controllability problems and numerical treatment of control 
and estimation problem have attracted special attention at thls Conference. 

The volume contains 27 original research contributions on the broad spectrum of the afore-mentioned 
topics. In most of the papen the authors carry out their analysis usmg the tools of modern analysis such 
as semigroup theory, multivalued analysis, operator theory, Sobolov spaces, HUM, viscosity solution 
methods, etc. Along with abstract results, many authors have proposed numerical algonthm for the wm- 
putation of control and parameter using finite element schemes and fin~te difference schemes and thus 
the present volume is aptly chosen in the series of Numerical Mathematic, It would have been better if 
the papers in the volume had been arranged under different headlngr like parameter estimation and 
inverse problems, optimal control problems, controllabihty problems, fecdback controls and stabilization 
problems, etc. 

Parornerer estimation and inverse problem: Tai and Neittaanmaki have derived a new error estimate with 
numerical illustrations for the numerical identification of a d.p.s. (distributed parameter system) with 
two-point boundary value. The FEM and fit-to-data output-least-square techniques are employed for the 
identification. It is shown with numerical tests that for higher accuracy of the identified parameter, one 
has to choose higher order finite-element spaces rather than refining the grid. Rosen and Raghu utilize 
the Trotter-Kato Theorem for the approximation of linear semigroup of bounded linear operaton to 
obtain approximation scheme for identification problem of an abstract linear degenerate system. Bank et 
a1 establish an existence and uniqueness result for a d.p.s. modeled for the evolution of populations with 
size structure. The equivalent variational formulation discussed in the last section of this paper is useful 
in the study of approximation schemes for inverse problems. 

m e  paper of Janno focusses on the inverse problem of determining the creep function for the oscillation 
process Of a semi-infinite shing with memory. A certain method of solution is proposed and the error 
estimation is obtained. The paper of Vainikko deals with a dass of ill-posed extremal problems, and the 
discrepancy principle for the choice of the regularization parameter in the Tikhonov method is discussed. 
The paper of Kurzhanski and Khaplov introduces a series of problems on state estimation for parabolic 
systems on the basis of observations generated by sensors with unknown but bounded noise. A 'filtering 
scheme' is derived which is similar to the Kalman filter in the case of stochast~c n o w .  Employing the 
tools from parameter estimation theory Kojima has proposed an algorithm to estimate the corrosion shape 
of matenals. 
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Though many popular approximat~un schrmcs fad to hold stability aspects, Banks et a1 have derived 
certain techniques in their paper to guarantcc the uniform preservation of exponentla1 stabil~ty under 
several approximation schemes for a d.p.s.. Lumerical illustrations are also provided. Using GaussNew- 
ton method for the solution of nonlinear least square in the context of parameter estimation problems, 
Heinkenschloss et a1 hdve derived a scheme m which discret~zation error is controllable. 

Cvnirolhbilrry problems : By using Hilbert Uniqueness Method, multipher technques and the theoly of 
homogenization, Cioranesue era1 have ~nvestigated the exact boundary controllability of the wave equation 
in perforated domain. In the paper of Tiha e! nl exact and approximate controllability-type properties of 
an elliptic system are d~scussed. Though this concept does not correspond to the standard controllab~lity 
concept, this can be nicely employed for the study of optimal design problems. Kim utilizes Carleman 
estimate to prove a unlque continuation property of a beam equation with vanable coefficient. The author 
has mentioned a few references for the application of this property for the study of exact controllability. 

Opnrn~rl connolproblem: The paper of Fattorini focuses on the optlmal control problem for a semilinear 
system m Banach space setting. By using relaxed controls he weakened compactness condition on the 
control set and convexity condition on the nonlmear function to der~ve optimality results. Haslinger and 
Panagiotopoulos, utilizing 'hernmariationai technques' mtroduced earller by Panagiotopoulos obtained op- 
imalitv result for a system described by nonmonotone mappings. Due to nonmonotonicity, convex analysis 

.echnlques do not apply to such problems. Chen and Hoffmann estahiishes optirnality results for phase 
icld model by means of discretization techniques and its convergence analysis Using the notion of v~scos- 

ity solution, Tataru has proved the equivalence of dynamic programing principle and dynamic programing 
.:qoations for a general optlmal control problem with infinite time hor~zon with unbounded nonlinear 
:rm. Roubicck considers optimal boundary conrrol problem for a Stefan problem and after discretizing 
113 s:i LC mods1 proposes an efficient procedure for the evaluation of Clarke's gradlent at 'every control 

r ut 0n.y almoht all problem'. Although the same problem has been tackled by smoothing techniques, the 
: -esenr result is obtained via 'nonsmooth methods'. Carja obtained some continuity properttes of the 

3 inin~cm time function associated with a time optimal boundary control problem of the heat equation. 
In Sntharan's paper optimality result is derived for a general nonlinear system with unbounded nonlinear- 
1,  i 7.x value function is shown to be a v1rco51ty solutioil of ~ t s  Hamiltonian-Jacobi-Bellmau equation. 
Along the same line he has also derived the Puntnagian's maximum principle for the Navier-Stokes 
cquatians. 

fcrdbnck controls and stabrlizat~on problems: Burns and Kang compute feedback control laws using FEM 
for the stab~lization problem of Burger's equation with unbounded control and obsewation. In their 
analysis. they first compute feedback control laws for the linearized system and apply them for the 
nonlinear model. By means of Laplace transforms, Hannsgen and Wheeler obtain a representation formula 
for one-a~mensianal viscoelasticity with stabilizing boundary feedback. 

Using the steady-state solutlon of a linear system, Ichikawa extended a servomechanism problem of 
tkivison In finite dimensions to infinite dimensions. The author also obtains results to find a feedback 
c: ltroller which assures a given system to track a known signal. After givlng different models for the 
1r.insient deformation of a thin elastic plate, Lagnes discusses the asymptotic stability of one of such 
niodel. With the help of 'pseudodifferential boundary calculus' Pederson analyses d.p.s. with feedback 
.i~l,ng on the boundary. The aim of Yamamoto's paper is to present conditions for the existence of a 
d i l i z i n g  operator for a linear system with a self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space. 

The paper of Grabowski gives a technique to determine the transfer funchon of an n-dimensional 
lumped parameter SISO system using the method of 'best Lz-approximation with exponential sums'. This 
poper is less relevant to the topics of the book. Welss states two interesting conjectures on the admissi- 
hi!.ty of unbounded control operators on Hilbert spaces. Using the tools of operator theory he has proved 
hrth the ~.onjectures in some particular cases. Also the author offers $100 for the first proof or disproof 
t i r  the first conjecture. For the second conjecture $100 has already been offered in another paper of the 
:.urhor. 

The authors attempted to give upto-date information about their respective problems with good 
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bibliographies. Control theorists and mathematicians should find It useful for gaining a quite large amount 
of information in the held of control and estimation. 

Department of Mathematics 
Indjan Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Modeling, estimation and control of systems with uncertainty by G. B.  Di Masi, A. 
Gombani, A. B .  Kurzansky (eds), 1991, pp 467, SFr 148, and New trends in system 
theory by G .  Conte, A. M. Perdon, B.  Wyman (eds), 1991, pp 722, SFr 198, both 
by Birkhauser Verlag AG, Ringstrasse 39, CH-4106, Thenvil, Switzerland. 
Both the volumes under review are part of a series of conference and workshop proceedings being pub- 
lished by Brkhauser under the serles Progress m System and Control Theory. The first is a conference 
held in Sopron, Hungary, in September 1990 under the auspices of the International Institute for Applied 
Systems Analysis in Austria. As the blurb on the back cover and the preface suggests, the idea is to get 
a flavour of current developments in two distinct methodologies for handling uncertain systems. The first 
is the approach based on set-valued dynamics to model uncertainty, the second bemg the use of stochastic 
models. This suggests that the conference perhaps lacks a single focus, hut has two instead, which is not 
too bad. l l le  actual contents of the volume indlcate that even the latter is an overstatement unless one 
Interprets the two in the widest possible sense. Thus what one has is a motley collection of thirty-one 
papers on viaually anything that can qualify as systems and control. Under the same umbrella, one has 
nonsmooth analysis, realization theory, stochastic control and filtering, application to pricing of electric 
power, aircraft control, control of gas supply and so on. The flavour of the cantributrons also varies 
drastically from paper to paper. Thus, a collection that begins with esoterica hom nonsmooth analysis 
(heard of 'contingent derivatwes'?) leads after some four hundred and odd pages to a case study of 
control of the Czech gas supply under uncertain perturbations that include change in Soviet policies 
(certainly an. uncertain factor these days). One also gets the impression that many contributions are 
secondary (or tertiary or lower) results of the respective authors, their primary work being saved for 
publication elsewhere. Overall, the volume conjures up a vision of people somehow assoc~ated with IIASA 
getting together for a nice scientifico-soad event, renewing and making acquaintances, exchanging profes- 
sional gossip and producing en parsanr this volume as a memento for the event. 

This is perhaps being a bit harsh, because there are a few interesting contributions. On the theoretical 
side, there are contributions by Aubin and Frankowslra on feedback control of nonlinear differential 
equations and mclusions, Colonius and Kleimann on stabilization of uncertain linear systems and contribu- 
tions to time series analysis (deriving error bounds for estimated transfer functions) by Hjalmarsson, 
Ljung and Wohlberg. On the applied side, one has contributions to arrcraf? control by Leitmann and 
Pandey and a model for pricing intemrptible electric power supply by Tan and Varaiya. 

The second volume under revlew is a whopper of a conference proceeding, with an ~mpressive total of 
ninety papers. This is the joint conference organized by Universita di Genova and the Ohio State Univer- 
sity in Genoa during July 9-11, 1990. The topics covered touch the entire spectrum of systems and 
control, but no focus has been claimed anyway. The avowed goal of the conference is to get a flavour 
of all the new trends in the subject and true to this aim, there are contributions on all the latest rages 
among the systems and control community-neural networks, robotics and robust control, to name a few. 
Also present are some of the diehards from 'old trends', such as nonlinear control, stabilization, adaptive 
control, system identification. But despite the large number of papers and diversity of topics, this is a 
much more substantial conference volume, perhaps because the participants took it a lot,more seriously. 

It is pointless to list even a reasonable fraction of the contents, so I shall mention a few representame 
ones. There are two papen based on the 'Principal lectures' at the conference. The first is on asymptotic 
tracking and disturbance rejection in nonlinear systems by Isidori and Bymes where the problem is re- 
duced to the solution of a system of algebraic-differential equations for which an approximation scheme 



15 proposed. The second paper 1s by lkeda er 01 and introduce* the concept of parametric stability, a 
vanant of \tructural stability for control systems. Among the red, onc has Abed cr a/ on control of 
bihrcaiion\. Aic:nl r.1 a! on covrrgcncr o l  learning algonthr~n in robotic systcms, Aicardt eta! on neural 
networks for dynamc routing, Bensekai on the auctlon algorithm for network flow problems, Bressan 
on nonprobabdistlc Bltenng. Brackett and Wong on gradlent flow algorithm for thc assignment problem, 
Hermss on iucal stabilization of nonlmear syalemi v ~ a  approximation, Hinrrchsen and Pritchard on robust- 
ness of discretc time linear systems, Jacubczyk on stsb~lity of asynchronous systems and nonsymmetnc 
neural nets. Fan and Tlls an H, performance under structured perturbation\, Ozvcren and W~llsky an 
control of discrcrc went dynam~cal syncms, Sontirg on generdization oi Liapunov and BIB0 stability ru 
systems wlth saturating controls, Rantzer on a generalmt~on ot Khantonov's theorem and so on. 

To sumnranze, the first volume a worth a glance, just m case one's mtcrests cmncide wlth aomethrng 
in ~ t ,  hut not worth a second glance otherwise The second volume is definitely usrful to have around. 
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Nonlinear synthesis edited by C. I. Byrnes and A. Kurzhansky. Birkhauser Verlag, 
CH-4010. Basel, Switzerland, 1991, pp 305: SFr 128. Indian orders to Springer Books 
(India) Pvt Ltd. 67, Community Centre, Panchsheel Park, New Delhi 110 017. 

The volume under revlew is the proceedings of a workshop held in Sopron, Hungary. during June 1989 
undcr thc auspices of the International Invitute for Applied Systems Analysx Au-tria. It has twenty~rhree 
papers on varied aspects of nonlmear control systcma. A randomly chosen sample 1s Morse theory end 
opomal control problems by Agrachev and Vakharameev, Viabdrty kernel of control system by J.  P. 
Auhrn and H. Frankowska. Methods of nonlinear dircontmuous stabilization by hl. Fliess and F Mes- 
sager, Invariant manifolds, zero dynam~cs and stabdity by H W. Knobloch and D. Flockerri, Factcxization 
of nonimear systems by H. Nijmeger. On the approxlmatm? of set-valued mappings m a unlform 
(Chebyshev) metric by M S. Nikolabi, and so on 

Compared to another Sopron conference whose proceedings (Modcbng, esrrmution and conrro! of sys- 
tems wiNi unccrmmty, editcd by Di Mas,, Gombani and Kurzhimakg), were reviewed by the present 
,emewer for thls journal (thls issue), the present volume 1s far better faurscd. The contribut~ons are of 
a very high standard and clearly indicative of the current trends in rhe area of nonlinear control. (A 
contubuting factol perhaps is a sizeablc representation of thc activily m the erstwhde 'eastern block' 
which, m partjcular the (erstwhde, once more) USSR, ha, always mamtained a leadrng posltlon in control 
theory). As has been the case for some years now, controllabdity. stabililahility, feedback linearization, 
etc., are the dominatiug issues, though undcr thcse gencral themes, several new ideas are seen to emerge. 
One part~cularly nouces m this collection the predomindnce of papers concemcd wrth 'zero dynamics' of 
the system (the trajrctnries that get mapped into zero output) and the invariant setsiman~folds of the 
syctem. As for technques, the obvious forerunners are geornetnc methods and set-valued analysis. (see 
Isidori's NonLneur conrrol systems, 2nd edn, Springer, 1989, and Aubin-Frankowska's Ser.valued anuiysu, 
Birkhauser, 1990) Robotics emerges as the pnme apphcat~on bemg pursued. 

1 found a couple of ~nclusmns odd. The tint 1s the Di Masi-Angelin, paper on Adaptive methods in 
piecewise h e a r  filtering which seems a b ~ t  out of place here, the second being Petrov's Llmit sets of 
trajectories wluch 1s out ot place more because of its format than because of its topic - it is an ultra-brief 
research announcement that gives very httle away. 

Overall, the collection ia likely to prove quite valuable for researchen m nonlinear control systems. 
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